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A 0.002256 scale model of the Boeing Company space shuttle booster
configuration AR-II98I-3 wss tested in the MSFC 12-inch trlsonic wind
tunnel from July 15 through August 3, 1971. This test wss sn extension
of the MSFC TWT 292 test end was proposed to "fill-ln" the original test
run schedule ss well as to investigate the aerodynamic stsbillty end
control chsrscterlstics of the booster with three wing configurations not
previously tested.
The configurstions tested included a cylindrical booster body with
_n sxisymmetric nose, clipped delta canards that had varisble incidence
from 0° to -60 °, four different eft body mounted wing conflgurstions, two
vertical fin configurations, and a Grumman G-3 orbiter configuration. Tests
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Aerodynamic stability and control characteristics of the AR-I1981-3
shuttle booster configuration were investigated during the MSFC TWT 496
test in an attempt to "fill-in" the test run schedule of the _SFC TWT _92
test. However, caution should be taken when using these data in conjunc-
tion with data from T_T _92, as the reference length used in the reduction
of the pitching moment data is not consistent for the two tests.
The configurations investigated included s cylindrical booster body
with an axisy_netric nose, clipped delta canards that had variable inci-
dence from 0° to -60 °, four different aft body mounted wing configurations,
two vertical fin configurations, and a Grumman G-3 orbiter configuration.
One wing configuration had 30 percent chord elevons which could be set at
0°, +i0 ° and +30 ° or be completely removed.
Pitch data were recorded through an angle of attack range from -i0 ° to
60 ° and ys_ data were obtsined st fixed angles of attack of 0°, I0 °, 15 ° ,
30 ° and 50 ° in a _ range from -i0 ° to i0 °. A complete list of the run sche-





































speed of sound; m/see, ft/sec
pressure coefficient; (Pl " P_)/q
Ms ch number; V/s
pressure; N/m 2, psf
dyns,lic pressure; 1/25V _, N/m 2, psf
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
velocity; m/see, ft/sec
angle of attack, degrees
angle of sideslip, degrees
angle of yaw, degrees
angle of roll, degrees
mass density; kg/m 3, slugs/ft 3
Reference _ C.G. Definitions
base eras; m2, ft2
wing span or reference span; m, ft
center of gravity
reference length or wing mean
aerodynamic chord; m, ft
wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
moment reference point
moment reference point on X axis
moment reference point on Y axls














































normal-farce coefficient; normal force
qS
axlal-force coefficient; axial force
qS
side.force coefficient; side force
qS
base-force coefficient; base force
qS
-Ab(_ - p®)/qS
forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
pitching-moment coefficient; pitchin_ moment
qslRm.
yawing-moment coefficient; _swin 6 moment
qSb







bsse-dreg coefficient; base drs_
qS
forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
slde-force coefficient; side force
qS


















wing tip mounted vertical tail (V2) roll-out
angle; degrees
wing incidence angle; degrees
aileron, total aileron deflection angle; degrees
(left aileron - right aileron)/2
canard, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection - trailing edge down; degrees
elevator, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection - trailing edge down; degrees
(get.+ 6eR)I2
left wing elevon surface deflection angle,
positive deflection - trailing edge down; degrees
right wing elevon surface deflection angle,
positive deflection - trailing edge down; degrees
ADDITIORS TO NOM_CLA_IRE
SYMBOL
DCN, DCLM, DCA, DCAF, DCAB








difference of two runs
Coefficient values at zero angle of
attack (alpha = 0.)
Local coefficient derivatives with
respect to alpha, evaluated at
alpha = 0.; per degree
Local lateral coefficient derivatives
with respect to beta, evaluated at
beta - 0.; per degree
Local longitudinal static stability
derivative; ratio of local pitching moment
derivative with alpha, and local normal
force coefficient derivative with alpha
Local directional static stability deri-
vative; ratio of local pitching moment
derivative with beta, and local lateral
force coefficient derivative with beta
Longitudinal center of pressure - DCLM/DCN
evaluated at alpha = O.
Lateral center of pressure - DCYN/DCY
evaluated at beta = O.
CONFI_JRATIONSINVESTIGATED
CONFIGURATION NOM_CLA%_/RE
Cylindrical body with an axisymmetric nose
i/d = 8.0 (ref. I = 272 ft., d = 34 ft.)
5680 square foot, aspect ratio 2.8, swept wing
w6 5322 square foot, aspect ratio 4.0, swept wing




8865 square foot, aspect ratio 2.5, delta wing mounted
on bottom of aft body section
900 square foot, aspect ratio 1.5, canard located





i000 square-foot vertical tall mounted on the body
centerline
Two 618 square-foot wing tip fins with i0 ° roll-out
Orbiter model mounted on the booster in the











The Morshall Space Flight Center i4" x lh" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either v,_cuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .f to 5.85 is covered by utilAzing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Msch 2.72 through 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of l.hh, 1.93 and 2.50 sre produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -hOOF dew
point snd 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit driver_
by _ 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. _e controlled sir flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchnnger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to npproximately 180°F. The _ir then passes through the test section
_hich contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
D_nstresm of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack range of 20 ° (_I0°). Sting offsets are
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 90 °.
7
_TS_P
The model was sting mounted on an internal balance. A bent sting was u" _ized
which could be positioned to give fixed angles of (_ or _ while the other angle
was varied, or to extend the angle range in the pitch plane of the tunnel.
Pitch rttns were made with the model upright while sideslip runs were made in
the tur_nel pitch plane with the model and sting rolled 90 ° . Pitch data were
taken through the normal sector angles of attack (_+lOO) and through an extended
range of angle of attack to +60 ° utilizing the bent sting. Ysw data were
obtained through the normal sector range (_+iOO) at fixed angles of attack of
o°, lO°, 15°, 30° and 50°.
Boundary layer trip strips were used and located as shown on Figure 14. No. 120
grit (0.00_9") was used for all Mash numbers up to and including M = 1.96. For
Mach numbers greater than 1.96, No. 5h grit (0.0138") was utilized.
Base pressures were measured in two positions at the base of the model. No
cavity pressure was measured. _he base pressures were located at approximately
3 o'clock and 9 o'clock when viewing the model from the rear.
For all configurations tested the wing incidence angle was maintained constant
at 0 degrees. When utilizing the wing tip mounted vertical tails (V2) the
roll-out angle was kept constant at +i0 degrees.
Three repeat runs were made at M - 0.6, 1.2 and 3-5 to determine the effect,
if any, of wax fillers in the gap between the canard root chord and the body
(reference Figure 6). The fillers were made so as to continue the canard
leading edge sweep angle forward to intersect the body. The remainder of the
te_t was conducted without any filler being utilized.
8
DATA _CTION
Six component aerodynamic force and moment data were recorded using an
internal strain gage balance. Base pressures (CPb #I and CPb #_) were
recorded and utilized to correct the axial force measured data (CA) to
a condition corresponding to free stream pressure acting at the base region.
÷
CA _ CAF CA B
(c_÷c_) Ab
CAB ffi 2 -S
The force, moment and pressure data were reduced to coefficient form using
the following reference values:
MODEL BASE AREAS
Wing _6 = 0.849_ square inches
Wing W 9 = 0.9_5_ square inches
All Other Configurations = 0.7854 square inches
REFERENCE AREAS (each wing will use its own gross ares)
Wing W 4 =











Pd_l'_q 5k%_,_ (each wing will use its own total span/root chord)
Lateral Longitudinal
Wing W4 3.72 inches 1.895 Jnches
Wing _6 4.30 inches 1.530 inches
Wing h_ 4.30 inches 1.536 inches
Wing W9 4.392 inches 3.170 inches
Wings Off 4.30 inches 1.536 inches
I_L-_VI'REF_E CE\TER
X = +2.40 inches (ahead of booster base)


















1.96 7.0 I06/vr I0.2
3.50 6.gx106/FT 6.8*
4.96 5.6xI06/FT 3.0"*





240 IbsNF _ ,
SF 80 ibs
AF 2S ib_'--
PM - 300 in-16s
i00 in-ib_
•M 50 in-lbs
vo = 60 psla
















































MODELCOHPONENT: BODY - B2
Ill.


































0.002456 SCALE SWEPT WING WITH AR = 2.8_






















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equiva|ent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of ,25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC




























































Root (Wing Sta. O.O)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 NAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of Rout Chc,rd Below















































6 = O, ,lO °, -20°_
MODELCOMPONENT:
GENERALDESCRIPTION:
ZZZ. (coz  zz m)
wING(wH)
v






















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, {equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 HAC




































MODEL COMPONENT: __ WING (W9)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 0.002456 SCALE DELTA WING WITH AR = 2.5,





















Root (Wing 5ta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC



























zzz. (col rn  )
MODELCOMPONENT: CANARD(C])
GENEP.A.LOESCR!PTION: 0.002456 SCALE CLIPPED DELTA SURFACE, WITH A
60° tEA_ING EDGE SUEEP BACK A_IGLE_,'_DA 5 PEP,Cr_f:TBICO!!VEX_,IR_O_I.








At Ir,b'd equiv, chord
At Outb'd equiv, chord




A_ea Moment (Normal to hinge line)
Incidc,ce Angle, _g,c_
Airfoil Section




























































Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 I_J_C













ft|_. c, of .25,l F.AC
W.P. t_f ._5 _;AS
_.L ,,,_ 25 ,.,_r
• • f D t,,w
FUrL-SCALE _rt SCALE
FTIFTZ 'NIIN2






WING TIP FINS (V_)

























Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
TIp, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 _AC


















Fus. Sta. of .25 t_C
g.P. (,; .,.., :.._C
rj.L. c,._ .Z r ':.A.C



















Ratio r:_vahie s,;rface chord/
totel surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord
At 0utb'd equiv, chord










































Wing Tip Fins, V2
Grtmmmn G3-A arbiter Body
Configuration B2W6_IV2 Installed in Tunnel
Trip Strip Chart - AR-II98 Booster
2
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Tabulations of the plotted data and corresponding
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
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O.O O.@ O,O O.I $,0 t.I
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
B2 [F3801X]
8.0 I.i 1.0 :l.I 4 .@


















































Q.4 O.l Q.I ttO t.I 1.4 t.I L.O
FOREBOOY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF
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)0 il IO 1i,
ANGLE OF ATTACK,
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA.
0.$19 IETA Q*QQQ O_L O.DQO
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S?_E_L _A¢_ PARAMETE[¢ YALU[S
O.Sgg _EtA 0.009 DEL O.OOO
0[_ 0.009 _L[VTR 0.00_
AILR_-_ _.O00 CANARD 0.0_
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O 0 O 0 I SO S$ IO IS ,O ,S





DATA M|ST. C_[ eE








ZIqRP Q.DOQD ' IN,
&CAL£ O.OOtS






























LONOI TUOINAL ST^BIL ITY





• II tO tJ
ANGLE OF ATTACK,
PAR&M(TNIC VALU(S
B(TA O.OOO DEL O.OOO
OtA O.OOO [LEVTR O.OO_
AILilK)N O.OOO CANARD D.DOO
DATA N|ST. C_'.'O( t[

























_ •$ _ SR 4D
ALPHA, DEGREES
CE3841C]
























_ t..Q • :
_L.
o Q.• i i





















O.@ II.O O.I 1.0 I .I I.@
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CN
P&RAN[TR[¢ VALUES
B[TA O.OOO OIL O.OOO
D[R O.OOO IL[V?R O.O00
AILRCWN O.O00 C&NARO O.OOO
DATA NIST. CC'O r ¢[







. : _ 4
r i L_









I . : I
i ,i !
, I 1
: ! I :











































"l "--_1.1 I0.11 ill .ill 0.| |.| |.1 0.4 |,1 |.1 I.| !.1 104 |.1 I.I 1.0 I.I !.4 I.ll I,I |,111
FOREBOOY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
ITNIICl. NACN PAmAMCTRI¢ VALUES NCVtNCNCt |I41rO4ENAT|ON
0 QOI lET& QoOQQ OEL Q.QOQ $1tff 4.Q!!$ IQ.I_.
I.QQ4 OtQ Q.QQQ _LEVTm Q.QQQ _R_P I.$_QQ |N.
0 S.llt alkaON O.OQQ ¢4NAmO Q.QaQ BRCV 4.30Q0 IN.
XW@P 1.4QQQ IN.
E} a.glg YNmP O.OOQQ IN.
ZNAP Q,QQQQ IN.
O&T& NIST. ¢00C *_ IC&LK Q.QOI|
MdgG-MSFC AR11981-3 MODEL W68201ICI2V2 CE3841C} OG SEP 72 PAGE 110
LL^_ER^L DIRECTIONAL SI^BILITY


































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETa, DEGREES
I,M_OL N&CH PARAM[TR|¢ YA_S
Q l_e aL_MA Q.OOO OIL _.OQDt.loo D_R O.OOQ _k[¥TR 0.000
O _.410 AILR,"_I_I O.OQO CANARO 0.000
OAT& HIST. C_'41_ II_
































OS SEF; 72 PAGE 111
DATA WIST. C@O( e[






























































I I I :
0 I •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
SYmbOL NACH PARANETRIC VALUES
O.I_G ALPHA 0,000 OIL 0.000
1.100 OER 0.000 EL[VTR 0.000
0 3.4e0 AILRON 0,000 CANARO 0.000
DATA NIST. ¢00[ ill
_';98-MS;C ARI 1981-3 MODEL WBB2C12V2 (E3817F}
: iHIi
.... -.i I i i
i
: I * I r I •
iii I i:: !
• ., : : :
I
...... I
I: : : : : :
: ; : _ : :
I
: :. : : : :
t I I : : : "-<
., : ; : : _ :
iii ....
iii ....
• . . : : ; i
: : : : i i
: ; ; : : :
: : : : : :
iii Ill i
• . : : :
iil ::: ]III =::
; ; ! : : :
!!! =:: ]iiJ iii




Zlq_P •,OQO0 I IN.
ICAL[ O.O_IS




















































ly_80_ _40,_ PA_AN[TRI¢ VALUI_S
• .01H_ ALDHA Q.QDQ Ol[L O.OOO1.800 Ogl O.O00 ,LCVTt O.OOO
0 D.4@Q At_NON D.OOQ CANARO O.O00
DATA HILT. C¢_ Ir eli









OG 5EP 72 PAGE 114
LATERAL DIRECIIONAL ST^BILITY






















































Q.StS ALPHA 0.00_ D(L
1.8_ O[R O.QOQ tL(VTR
O _.4_0 AILNO_ 0.000 CAHARO








DATA HIST. C(3DI[ _lr













OG SEP 72 P^GE Ii5
IvkNB_. NACH PARA_TR[C VALUES
0.I1_ ALP_& 0.000 DEL
l.t_O O[m O.QOD IL_VTm
0 $.410 AILm_ Q.OOQ CANARO
*4 -II • 0 O •




OAr A w[ST. CO01E *_
































< i i ]
u ii






























4 ° • 0 O 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ST_L WACH PARAMETRIC VALU(S
O.$_ ALPHA O*OOO OIL O°OOO!._OO O(R O.OOO [L[VTR O°OOO
S.4$O AtLR_-_ O.OOO CANARD O.OOO
DATA HIST. C_( *E




































CE3817F} OG SEP 72 PAGE 117
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
- o4Q
-oil -.I -.a -.11 -.11
IITlilOi. _iaClS





leAliANI[ Tll IC VALUCl
ALPNA •. OQ'O Ol[t. O. QQO
O[ll • .OQO [LtVTll • .000
A I LIII_I4 0.0040 CANARO O.OOO





















C) Q • O t) 0














WGB2011Ct2V2 (E3841F:} 06 SEP 72 PAGE 119



























- • 0 • • 0 0 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
PAR&METRIC VAtU[S
ALPMa O.OOO DEL O.OOO
O(R O.OOO [LEVTR •.O90
AILN_.d_ O.OOO CANARO O.OOO
OAT& HIST. CO•I[ _lr















- II • • • U iS gl
SIOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
PARAN(TR|¢ VALU($
ALPNA 0,09_ O[L Q.OOQ
O[R 0.000 [L[¥T• 0.000
AlL•ON O.OQa CANA#O 0.000
OAT& NtST. ¢_[ *C
ARl198I-3 MODEL WSB2011C12V2 (E3841F}
• 4 •
• ° _ • ° .
,- -t-- T ,_-






























ALmHA 0.009 OIL O.OO0
O[R Q.OOO _L[VTR O.OOQ
A|LR_ Q.O00 ¢&N&_O Q.OQQ
OAT& MIST, ¢00[ tr











OS SEP 72 PAGE 123
iOAT& HIST. ¢001[ eli
AR1198[-3 MODEL W68201 IC12V2
O 0 •
BETA. DEGREES
(E3841F} 06 SEP 72 PAGE 124
(.
LATERAL OIRECTIONAL STABILITY






















SV Iqev=q. N&CN IDAI! AIq( TN I C VALt'_ I
G.StD At.PNA Q.OQG Ol_t.O. D'_J OlCm Q.QOG tt.£VTR
O S .OO_ A (t.IOe4 O.OOG CANARO
_ | . I'D1'I * gQO





























SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ITM_OL NACH PARANETRtC VALUI[$
O._gg ALPHA O.OO0 D[L O.OOO._OO 0£_ D. O EL_¥T_ . D
l.tll AILRON O.OOO CANAAO O.OOO















W6HB2C12V2 [E3837F} 06 SEP 72 PAGE 127
DATA NIST. 0201[ $1[
M49G-MSrC AR119B1-3 MODEL WGHB2C 12V2 (ESB37F ]
4









_ ,. ,. :
i
]






































*4 -_ • • • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
8YW_.L W&CM PANAN[TNI¢ VALI_S
O.SO0 D_R Q.OD_ EL[VTR O.QO0
DATA HIS?* CO01[ ill
_.SG- _,S_C AR119B1-3 MODEL WGHB2C 12V2 [E3837F )
r _ r g r i
m
; ' ] r























ZNRP O.OODG _ IN.
8C&L[ O.OOt5
0[; SEP 72 PAGE 129
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
oIQ
041'4 HIST. CC,QI[ .It




4 • • %0 Ill








-4 -I O • 0 •





DATA HIST. CO01_ ,[r










I i i i I
i __.._.- :-::.-
I-:-_-, --,.








i i : i
i i !_i
i , i i
i i:i


















OG SEP 72 PAGE 131
LATERALDIECTIONAL STABILITY


























-4 -I • 0 0 •
SIDE SLiP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
II?WllOl. W4CH PARA_[TR |¢ VALU[$
O.$1l &LPNA 0.000 OIL 0.000O.tO0 O(R 0°000 ILIVTR O.OOQ
0 1.941 AIL_ O.OOG CANaflO O.OOQ
|ATA HIST. ¢_0[ .it





Y_RP Q,OQO0 : IN.
ZN_P 0.0000 IN.
SCALE O.O0_S






- l -o -4 -I • • • •




• .OO@ CANARD O.OO@
DATA MIST. Cr.'OIE $[








































































-°I -.I .0 .0 .Q .t .8
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
|Ywt_)t. W&CH PANIH[Tq|C VALUES
O.Stl ALPHA O.OQO D[L Q.OOG0,900 OCN O,OOO (L[¥TN O.QO0
I.dHII AILdlON Q,O00 CANAND 0.000
D&TA HIST. C_Ol[ eli






























*so . • - • - 4 * • • • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
PARA_TR I C VAL_CS
ALPHA O .DOS OrL O.ODQ
O[R O .ODD KL[VTR •.DO•
A I _RG#4 D.DOS CANARD •,DOS
DATA HIST. ergot t[




















06 SEP 72 PAGE 135
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY































6T_IO(. N&CH PANANCTNI¢ VALU[I
0.$$8 ALPN& O.OOO OEL D.0QOO.0,, 0_ O.OOO tL(VTD O.OOQ
ATLIIIr_I O.OOO ¢&NADD O.DO0
DATA HtIT. C_*'OIr ill
M496-_SFC AR11981-3 MODEL WGHB2C 12
























i I t-- ----
tG Ill





OATA HIST. COOl *[
AR11981-3 MODEL W6HB2CI2 [E3833F)
• • • $0 11
OS SEP 72 PAGE 137
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
.|Q
OAT& hi|ST. ¢00C sir












-ll -Q -4 -I Q • •





DATA NI&T. CraDlE: Id[
AR1198I-3 MODEL ¥6HB2C12 (E3833F ]























lYMIOt.. H&CH PAAAHCTIIC VALES
O.Sll ALPHA Q.QOQ 0"LQ.Ig_ OCR O.OOO KL[VTm
AILIIIO_ O.OOO CANAR0
-4 * • • IOI •





























DATA H|ST. c_r OIr




-.l .O .0 .I .I
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
OAYA Iql$I. (00[ Iv[
AR1198[-3 MOOEL
.I .4 .II .e
WSHB2C 12 CE3833F] OG SEP 72 PAGE 142
L b
-I • • O O •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
SgM_Ok MACH PARAN[TR|C VALES
O.ODD ALPMA •.OOO •[L.ll_ D_R •.•OO IL[VTR
O l*_OI AILACe¢ O.OOO
[] I.lSZ




WgB2V 1 (E3823F }














OATA HIST. ¢_'_11[ _1[






S_5OL HaC_ P&RaH[TRI( VALUtS
O,IO_ ALPHA O.OO_ OIL
t.l_l AILROq 0.OOO




































• Q • •





OATA HILT. C_*_( II
AR11981-3 MODEL
0.00_





































O 1.201 A| LR_IN
[] I.s52
OaTA MtSI. C_( *E
v_gG-_SZC ARI198l-3 MOOEL
. • • • 0 0 •
• Q
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
pARaMETRIC V&LU_S
O ,000 O rL O .OO0




• HEF Y._iSiSS •G*tN*
LRET •.27iS0 t_.





(E3823F) OG SEP 72 PAGE 147
-oOt
W982V I [E3823F] OG SEP 72 PAGE 148
-') :
.• ATA NIST. ¢¢_b[ *[




I 4 • •







06 SEP 72 PAGE 149
Y_96-MSFC
OATA HIST. C_[ *[
^R11981-3 MOOEL
*.t .O .O .0 .Ill .t
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
.I .3 .4 ,I -Q










-S -I -4 -I O It 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q. 000 Oil L 0, DO0
O .OOql I[LIr VTR O.ODD
O,OgO CANARD D.QOO
DATA NIST. CCeIC e[




OaTA H|$T* ¢r_C *[





-I0 - • - • - • " •
$1DE SLIP ANGLE,
PARAN[TR |C VALU_ S
ALPMA •.ODD OrL •.ODD
Ol[• O.OOO IrL[VTR •.ODD
A I L R_'.*N O *••el CANARD •*ODD
DATA NIST. (riO[ t[
ARI 19BI-3 MODEL WgB2CI2Vl
BETA. DEGREES




-S -@ -4 -•
SlOE SLIP ANGLE,
PAIIAMIr T• 1¢ YALe•
O .0OO DIlL O.OOO
O.OOO eLIrVTfl O .ODD
O.O00 CANAItO OoOOO
0ATA HIST. ¢OO s. eli




4 • • tQ II







-0 *0 -4 -m • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PARAk_ TR IC VALUe !
0 .OOO OrL O .ODD
O.OOO IrLIrVTR O.OOQ
O,OO0 CAI_ARD O.O_0
OATA N|$T. COO( • ar
M49_-HSFC AR] 19BI-3 MODEL WgB2C ] 2V I
I i • I| II




4 • • I0 |l




OAT& H|ST. C_¢ *[

























































O[R O.OOO (L[VTR 0.000



















DAT& _IST. ¢0¢s1[ 4_1[



















- II - Q
- • 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
PARAHCTR IC VAL&J[ S
ALPHA O.OOO OCL O,OO0
DES O.OOO S'LI[VT R O.OOO
AILRON D,OOO



















-e -s -4 -I o • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PARANI_Tlil I ¢ VALU£$
O. OOO Dirt. O. OOO
O. OOg ELI[ v TI O. OOO
0.000
OATA Nit}'. COOl[ *[

















-4 O • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
$_MBOL _ACM PANAMETR|C YALUtS
O.Sg, ALPHA O.OOO OIL
t.gel D[R O.ODD "LEVTA
AILR_ O.OOO






































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
XACN PARANt?RI¢ YALUI[$ •
0.999 ALPHA O.QOQ OIL




OaTA )lIST. C_O( el
M49G-MSFC ART 19B1-3 MODEL WgB2 (E3822F)
F
-_- -;--;z --_.;_









































- II - I
-8 • • I
SIDE SLIP ANGLE', BETA, DEGREES
PANAI41£ Tll | C VALUI_ S
O .ODD OIL O.Ooo
O.OOO trLl[v Tit O.OOo
O. OOO
DATA HIST. C**.¢llE lit
ARt 1981-3 MODEL WgB2 (:E 3822F













• • • tQ tt






SYmbOL mAC_ PARA_[TR|C V&LIJ_S
O.Sgg ALPMA O.O0_ D[L
I.tQI O_R Q.•O0 EL[VTA
A|LRON O.QO0
! ! | ! i
p!!!i
r
i I I I I
i
: .- : :
i
i, ii
; .- : :
: : : t
; .,. :
: .- : :
e e i I
; ; ; ; ;
I I I I
--4 "I O O •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
O.OOO
0. 000
•ATA H[$T. Cr_£ O[
Y4_-_S=C ARIISD]-3 MODEL V982 (E3822F]
4 • • I• $1
• [VE•EN¢[ I_rC_NATZ¢_
8R_V "o,00$ . IG.tN.














-.I .O .O .I .I
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
Q.QQG
QoOQQ



































- 4 - i I I •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES




OATA _IST. CC_[ I[















OAYA HIST. ¢_[ e|
ARIIgBI-3 MODEL W482V2 [E382BF]
4 • • tO S8




DATA NIST. ¢#_[ e[




4 • • I0 lit






4 • • 1Q I1
06 SEP ?2 PAGE I.?O
jL^IER^L DIRECIION^L SIABILIIY
M4SB _SFC
-i -e -4 *I • I i
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
PANAW_TN EC ¥ALUI_S
• .000 OIL 0.•00
O.•O0 IrLEVTIq O.••O
O. OOO
DATA N|ST. Cr-_[ 0[




04TA NIST* ¢00[ *[




4 • • 10 t•












-.II -.4 -.I -.II
I_ARII, N[TII l ¢ VALI._ $
ALPHA II .OOO 01[I.
Otlt O .QOQ EU[VTII
&ILB O.QOO
OATII _IIST. ¢'*.C1[ *(
AR11981-3 MODEL
-.t .0 .0 .I .II

















-Io - I - • - 4 - • 0 • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PAIIAHETR IC VALUI:S
ALPMA O.OOO DI_L Q.OOQ
OI_R O .OOO IrLrVTR O.OO0
A | L R_'.d_l O.OOO CANANO 0.O00
DATA HIST. Cr.,O( mr








_'49B-,,-'SrC OG SEP 72 PAGE 175
i










IYmO"JdL. NACN PANAIq_TRI¢ VALUI[S

















OATA HIST. ¢_( _[













• I • I0 |8




OAT& HtST. CO01E el_




4 • Il tO Ill
06 SEP 72 PAGE 178
tS_!¢U NAC_ PARAMETmlC VALt_S
O.$g_ ALPNA O.00Q OIL









-4 -I • • I




_98-,_SFC ARt 19BI-3 MOOEL V4B2C]2V2
F-
i
r - ° _-
°- _.





























































































O.OO0 IrL[vTR Q .OOO
O.OOO CANARD 0.(300
OATA HIST. CO0 r *1_




































*tO - I - • - 4 - • II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
PARAMETRIC VALES
ALPHA O.OOO OrL O.O00
Ol_i_ O.OOO IrLI[VTR ID. 009
A|LM_N O.OOrJ CANARO 0.O00





4 • • I• I!
06 SEP 72 PAGE 181
-.I .0 .0 .l .I












SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
IT_, WACM PA_AN[TRIC YAL_$
D.S'_ ALPMA tO,ODD OILO.O'" D[_ O.OOO IL_VTA
O.ODD
O.OOO
DATA HI$T* Cr*_CIl[ a[






















-• -4 -• • 0 fO •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
PAIqANC TI | ¢ VAt.UI_ $
t •. OOO OEI. O. O00
O.OO• [U[VTII O.OO•
•.OOO















PAGE 184W682 CE380GG} OG SEP 72
-4 -8 • • • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
@_OL NACM PARAN_TR[C VAL(J_S
O.SD@ ALPHA tO.OOO O_LO.e$$ OER @.DO0 [L_VTR
O t.l$@ AILRON O.OO_
O.OOO
O.OOO
DATA HIST. Cr_ $[






















-- .to i i
LJ. : :
uJ !i


























_ O.$gQ ALPHAQ.IN OEm
O |.tH A|L_
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PARA_I_TR I ¢ VALU£S
I 0. OOO Oft. Q. gO0
o .ooo ELEVTII G.O00
0.000
OAT& HIST. C_[ *1[:

















i i i :
1 i
: ! i i
I t ,
! I , ,
i i.A
i ,, i :
' _ i '








06 SEP 72 PAGE I BG
LATERALDIRECTIONALSTABILITY
$T_e_L NACH









*s -4 -I o • • Ii
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PAill ANI[ TR | ¢ VAL 1.1_$
IO.000 DEL O.OOO
O, OClrJ IrLE'VTR O.OOO
O.OOO
D&T& I4|ST. ¢OO r _lr
















OG SEP 72 PAGE 187
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
IYNIV'_. NACH P&NANCTR[C VALUES
Q.$gO &LP_& IQ.QOQ 01_O.0a O[N O.QOO IL[VYN




OAY& HIST. CO0_ ell






























$TM_L NACH PARAN[TRIC VALU[S
O.SgO ALPMA I0.000 •tL.lge 0£_ 0.000 [LEVTR












• ATA H|ST* C_O( eli







































06 SEP 72 PAGE 189
SV_ NACH P&NAN[TN|C VALES
Q.Stl ALPHA IQ.O_ D_LQ.O_ OIN Q.O_ tLEVTN







".| .O .O .O .1 .t
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
Q.QQO
O.O00
OATA HtSY. ¢_[ er







































-4 -8 • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
pARANr TR IC VALUq[ $
tO .090 OEL O.O_
0.0OO IrLr VTR O.OOO
0,000 CANAAO 0 .O00
O_*TA NEST- coor Of,



























DATA HIST. CC,'O[ IIr
































OG SEP ?2 PAGE 193
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
.|Q










°o -• -4 -I I •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PAl_Al, lr TR I ¢ ¥ALUI_ S
IQ.O00 DrL •*••O
• .ODD [L[VTR •.••O
O,OOO CANAl• •og•O
•ATA MTST. Cr_[ eE
ARI198I-3 MODEL W6B2CI2 [E3813G)


























4 • • t_ II






























































|TNE_t. _aC_ PARAI4ETRIC VALUES
E) t.lll ALPHA IO.OOO OIL O.OOO
OEI Q.QQO _LEVTm O.QOQ
&lLItOW Q.OQO CA_ARO Q.OQO
OAII llllT, Ct*_E *|
M49G-MSFC AR11981 -3 MODEL WGB2CI2 l:E3813G}





















































OG SEP 72 PAGE I98
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILIIY














i i i i
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.... iiii
































- • • 0 0 Q |





OATA _IIST. ¢_'_¢r *i[
































• 0 • •
,1111




-I T [ _































I .GO6 & I L It,_4





















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES




0ATA HILT. (:"JOt "E
ARt 198I-3 MODEL _GB2011Ct2V2 CE3841G)
. o .
..... ;.-:. : :- :
!i ...... __ ,_,.-




















































ALm_A 10.060 OEL 6.600
DE• Q.OOO ELEVTR 6,60_
A|LR_._N 0.000 CANARO 6.600
OATA _IST. ¢_( _[






































-4 -I 0 _ • •
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
IYNIO_ WACH . PARA;_ETRi¢ VALUI[$
O.II9 OER 0.000 (L[VT_ O,ODO
I.O0@ 41LRON 0.000 ¢ANARO O.OOG
O I.tII
oA_r& !,liST. ¢'*.'ClE t1_














r r I r r
• • •
SlOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
ST M_JL _ACM PARANI_TR I C YALL($
O ,_2 AL_A IO.OOO Ol_LO.eg_ DI[R O.OOO I[I.[Vl'l;
O ! .O_ A T I. I_ON O.OO_ CANARD





I v w v
r-- •-* .... .- , •
_+_ _-2.__-2
"" _ -"_- --t--
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V6B2OIICI2Y2 (E3841G) 06 SEP 72 PAGE 203
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. OEGREES
l_|'3l. N_CH @IRANITII¢ YALUI_I RE_ERENC[ |NfQflHAT|OIq
O.e08 ALPNa 10.090 OEL 0.000 SR(_ 4.•Z21 Sq.l_.0.4_S 0[• 0.000 [L[VTN 0.000 LR_ I,$3_0 IN.
_•(_ 4.$9_G IN.
0 t.O0_ alLN_ 0.000 CANANO O.OOO XMRP !.4000 KN.
ZMRP O°O_QO IN,
OaTA _IIY. C_DE _[ $CAL[ 0.0015




$YNEOL NACH PARANCTRIC V&LU_$
0.I_2 ALPHA |O.O00 OtLO.IS$ 0_ 0.000 IL[VTR




























DATA HIST. CC¢11[: Ill
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I _ [ ' []. l
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: ! I 11 : :
 iiill[ l l l l
! l l l I l l
illlll 
! I I 1 1
i I I I I I I
-.4 *,l *.1 -.S .0 .O .0 .0 ._
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT.
Q.8_O D_R O.OOO t_VTR O.OOO
t,O_S AI_R_ O.OOO CANARD Q.OQO
DATA NIST. ¢_[ *[
ARI1981-3 MODELM496-MSFC WGB2011CI2V2 CE3841G)
LL|' ."" [ t i
._-, , ..... , o
i l
'_ I _: 2 lIT. Z*' - ---l_
LL I l
!!! i --LLT-
J i i _ i •
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-I -I -4 -! Q • •
SlOE SL[P ANGLE. BETA, OEGREES
PAR Al,q[TIt | C VALU($
IO.QOO OiEL 0.000
O .QOO ICLEVTII O.QO0
0 *OOO ¢ANARO O * 000
DATA NtST. CP_[
ARI198I-3 HOOEL W6HB2CI2V2 (E3837G)
4 • • I.Q tl
06 SEP 72 PAGE 208
t_ATA NIST, Cr_DI[ _[




4 i t I@ tl
08 SEP 72 PAGE 209
8YI4•Ot- NACH
_ 0.$9U &LPHA0.900 O(N
AIL_
- • -e -4 -t O O •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES




DATA MI•Y. Cr_( e[
M49S-MSFC ^RI1981-3 MODEL WGHB2CI2V2
4 • • 10 t8
REVERENCE [NVORN4¢|_







CE3837G) 06 SEP 72 PAGE 210
, -)
M496-_SFC
DATA HI ST • C**._I[ i[
AR11981 -3 MODEL WSHB2C 12V2
DEGREES
[E3837G]
• • tO tl
06 SEP 72 PAGE 211
LATERALDIRECTIONAL SIABILITY
- • -Q -4 -I o o
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,
llAllAWl[ TR I ¢ VALU[I
IO.OOO DIlL Q.OO o
O.QQQ I[LlrVTR O.OQQ
10 , OQQ CANARD O . O_]
OAtA NEST. C*':,OC *t















OATA HI ST. Cr.JD[ i[
ARt 1981 -3 MODEL W6HB2C 12V2
I
BETA, DEGREES
4 • • |ll 18
CE3837G) OS SEP 72 PAGE 213
LATERALOlRECTIONAL STAS[LITY
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40 • •"o .. -o
SY;elBO4. _ACN
_ Q.$_g &LPMAO.tQO D[_
M496-MSFC



































LATERAL DIRECTIONAL $1^BIL IY















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA.
PARAN[TRI¢ VALUES
ALPHA tO.OgO OIL O.OOO
O[R O.OOO IL[VTR O.OOQ
AILR_ O.OOO CANARD O.OOO
i
i
DATA HIST. C_JO[ e[


























OAT& HILT* ¢rJOl[ 4 Ir
AR11981-3 MODEL WSHB2C 12 (E3833G]
• • %II I,




-so - I * • - 4 - • • I
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,
PAmaMETR IC VALU[I
ALPHa to.g00 OEL O.OOO
D[R O.OOO I'LI'VTR O.OOO
&_LRON O.OOO CANARD O.QOD
DEGREES
OATA H|ST. COOt eI_
AR11981-3 MODEL WGHB2C12 (E 3833G ]
4 I • tD I.I
OG SEP 72 PAGE 21'7
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
,IQ
OATh, t4tST. ¢oor Wk[






OATA HIST* COO[ hE





M496-NSFC AR11981-3 MODEL _6H82C12 [E3833G]
!
4
L_ .... __;-'_"-.;--;-+; _ -"-
, L
_ __+ ...........
L ' . .........
+ +_--T-7- _ .....
l - -- _- "- -- "-_;-_"
I ,






















06 SEP 72 PAGE 220
L. -_
LATERALDIRECTIONALSTABILITY
i t 1 : I
)- ' t I I
u ---_-- r i [ t r
E3 t.I " E r i
---; ......... F ! F
-iT .... r- -;- i I i





• t i i i









































L ' ! ' ' r ' r ' '






















-0 o4 *! II 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
_ARANIC TII[ ¢ VALUI._$
tel . OOO DE:L O.OOO






DATA NIS¥. CraDlE sir
M498-MSPC
v' _ [ i i !






















































LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
OYNm_t. NACM PARANETN|¢ VAL_4_$
O.QOO ALPHA tQ.OQO O_L O.OQQO.S_? D(R O.QQQ (L[VTR Q.QOQ
AtLRON Q*QQO ¢&NARO Q.QOO
OATA HIST. COOV lit
M49G-MSFC AR11981-3 MOOEL
REVEflENC[ IN_OAMATIO44










-4 -8 • 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
I_L HACM _ARANI£T_rC _AL(_$
Q.S_@ ALPHA IO._QO O_L0._00 O(n O.QO0 [L[YTN
AILR_N O.OQO
DATA HIST. ¢O0[ el[








• NRP O•_OO IN.
_q_RP 0,OOO0 IN.
ICAL[ •.ODZl








OATA N|ST. ¢r._4Dr *_r
V,49S- KS_ C ARI 1981-3 MODEL WgB2vI [E3823G) 06 SEP 72 PAGE 225
LATERALDIRECTIONALSTABILITY
.IQ
-110 -Q -Q -4 -I l) • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
P&RAIA_TII 1C VALUI[ S
%Q. OOO OEl,. O, ODO
O.OOO I[LlrVTR Q ,DOg
0 * OOO
DATA HILT* C_Ol[ el[
M496-MSFC AR11981-3 MODEL WgB2V 1 (E3823G ]
• • • LO II




*tO * • * • - 4 - • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
PARAWICTR I C VALU[S
ALPNA %O.O00 OEL O.OOO
DER O.OOO IrktVTII O.OOO
A I LIII_I_ O.O00





4 • D tO |•
06 SEP 72 PAGE 227
LATERAL OIRECIION^L SI^BILITY
.14
OATA HIST. COOE ,eli





DATA NTIT. CC.¢1( tr
ARI 1981-3 MOOEL W982¥ I
0 •
BETA, DEGREES
CE 38236 ] 06 SEP 72 PAGE 229
IYNleA. U4¢N PARANCTRIC YALIJ¢$
0.$$4 &LPNA tO.OOO D[LO.t_ O(m O.0OO (LEVTR
AILII_N 0.00_
OATA H|IT. CC¢| • l'






-.| .O .0 .1 ,11

















W982V I (E3823G) 06 SEP 72 PAGE 230
)
Cv_.e6-_SFC
OAT& HIST. CODE *£




-$0 * • - • - 4 * • •
SlOE SLIP ANGLE, 8ETA,
P allt aNl" tll 1[¢ VALUeI$
ALPHA |O.OOO 0 It/ O.O00
Ol[ II O.OOO I[LI[v TR O,OOO
&l kll_N O . O(00 CANARD OoOOO
O4ta NISt. CO0[ *E
ARI1981-3 MODEL W982CI2Vl
OEGREES




-SO - • - • - 4 - •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
PARAI41r T• | C VALUIE S
AL II*HA IO.OOO DrL O.OOO
OCR O.OOO IrI.[VTR O.DQD
A| LRPJN O,OOrJ CANARD O*ODO





4 • • 10 ILl









DATA HIS?. COOl[ a ir
AR11981-3 MODEL WBB2CI2VI (E3824G}
4 4; • I0 |£
















* • -e -4 *E
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
P An a_',*[ I"R [ ¢ VALUE•
tO .ODD OEL O .OOO
O.OOO I[LEVTR O.OOO
O.O00 CANARD O.O00
DATA HIST. ¢OOE IE




















* II -4 -•
-ILD ° •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
PARANETR l¢ VA LIJC S
ALPHA tO. OOO OIL O.OOO
oIrR O*OOO IrL[VTR Ill. OO0
A|Lt_ O.OO0 CANARD O.OOO
DATA HIST. CCO Ir el"




4 • • I0 sl
OG SEP 72 PAGE 237
-.1 .0 .I ._
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
|TN|O(. W4¢H P&_AI_I(TR|¢ VAL_J_$
_) O,10| ALP_4 t0.0OO 0[_ 0,000
0(_ Q.OO0 £_[VTI O.00Q
&lkllON 0.000 CANAR0 Q°QO0
wgB2c !2v 1
OATA NIIT. ¢r_Ol[ *1[













-tO - 4 - •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE.
PARANE TR t ¢ VA Lt_ S
ALPMA tO.OOO OEL O.OOO
DER O.OOO I[LEYTll O.OOO
A| LRCJ'N O.OOO












































Q O. $ SO
M496-MSFC
-IO - • - • * 4 - • I0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,
P&IIAI_E Tll I ¢ VALUI_ S
ALPt4A I0.000 Olrl. O.OOO
Olrfl 0,000 I[LI'VT• O .00_
A [ LIIION 0. OIOO
DATA HILT. COOl[ air
AR11981-3 MODEL W982 (E3822G)
_ilil[W ?.?O_| S_.IN.
LRl[_ 3.1?QQ [k.










-to . • * • - 4 - •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
PAMAMI_TR I C VALUt[ S
ALPHA tO .009 D_L D.DD@
D[R O .OO9 CLryTR O .ODD
A| LRON 0.009
DATA HtST. C'=0£ _[




4 • • |D II





OArA NIST. C00£ elf




4 • • 111 |I
OS SEP 72 PAGE 242


























4 • • tO tl









i • • II II
OE; SEP 72 PAGE 245
ITNIOI. NACH PARA_TIIC VALI.ll
0 O.IQI ALPHA IO*OQO OCL
0[I O.OOO tL[VTI
AILRC;N O.OQO
OATA NI$1". ¢001[ *|




-.t .O .I .II













































O&T_ wIST. CO0[ i[





OAT& HIST. ¢_D[ *[
AR11981-3 MODEL W4B2V2 CE3828G )
4 • • tO tl





-to - • * • * 4 * • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA,
PAIIAIqI_ TR I ¢ VALI,_ S
ALPHA t0 .ODD 0[L O.OOO
OER O.OOO tL[VTR O.QOO
A|LR_N 0.000
DEGREES
OATA NXIT. ¢O0( e(
AR119BI-3 MODEL W482V2 (E3828G)
4 • • tO tl






Oata NIIT. ¢001[ *l[
M496-MSFC AR1198I-3 MODEL w482v2 ( E38286 :]
4 •













































- II -e -4 -II O •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
paRalmt Tll IC VALUES
10.000 DEL O.ODO
O ,000 IrLl[V TR ID. DOD
D .DOCI
DATA _IIST. c_Dr
ARI 198]-3 MODEL W4B2V2 (E3828G)
















-4 -8 • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
S?*llI_4_ NACH PANAiA_TN[C YALU[S
O O.eO, ALPMA 1Q.QOQ O[L Q.OQO
Otl Q.QOO [L[VtR Q.QOO
AIL_ O.QQO
OAT4 HISY. C_Ol[ *1[
M49_-MSFC AR1198I-3 MODEL W4B2V2 (E3828G ]




















-to - • - • - 4 - • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,
PAIIANI[TR 1 C VALUI[ S
ALPHA |O.OOO O[t. O.OOO
OER 0.000 I[LI[YTR O.OOO
A I LIEON O.O00
• 4
DEGREES
OATA H|ST. CCR)[ el[
AR1198I-3 MODEL W4B2V2 CE3828G3
• • tO |!
OG SEP 72 PAGE 253
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
M_g6-MSFC















-4 -I • 0 • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PARAN[TR I¢ VALU4[ S
|O.O00 DEL Q.O0_
O.OOO I[Llr V TR O.OOO
O.OOO CANANO O°OOO
DATA NtST. C_-,O[ el[
AR11981-3 MODEL V4B2CI2V2 [E3829G]
|[_[RENCI[ tI4POIINATI¢_







06 SEP 72 PAGE 255
LATERALDIRECIIONALSTABILIIY
.4Q _, ,_,,_
-lO - • - •
OAT4 HIS/. ¢,:WDI[ *[

















I_[IrI[R[N¢I[ I NrOANA T tON
SREIr 4 .$3_? S4. IN.
LREir I .eseo IN.
lIRr; r $ . ?_Q(} IN.
xl_lt P • ,4QQQ IN.
TNRP Q. O0_Q | N °
ZIqRP (_ .OQ_9 IN.
ICA_ Q .OQ_$

















• II, o •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
IVM_OL WACH PARAN[TRIC YALU[|
O.StS AL_HA |O.000 D[L O.OOO.SOO OER 0.OOO [LEYTR .
O l.lgt AILRON O.O00 CANARD Q.OOQ
OATA N|ST. ¢**.'0[ I[









































• NRP O.O00O IN,
_q4RP O.OOOO IN.
&CALl 0.O01S









°lQ - : -
z :ii
LIJ .111 : : :
f,_ = : :
- .io :i i
uJ :i i
I.I .IQ . .
o i!!
*.QII : : :
<: :i ;

















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
iDIRANIETM l C VALES
IO.QOO OI[L Q.QQQ
O. 04DO let ICy 1"1l 0. OoO
10. Ooo CAN&lID 0.004[]
Olt,l* #lit. ¢_0( el
M49G-MSFC AR11981-3 MODEL W4B2C12V2 ( E3829G ]





































U : : i
_ i i
" ._ i i [
o ii
u ii










0 °°_ : :
m
e,- i i























-4 -I I I I •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
St"_e_ _ACM PARANITRIC VALES
0.1_! _LP_a I0.000 ORk 0.000O.SO0 D[_ Q.O00 IL[VT_ 0.000
0 t.l_! AILIC4_ 0.000 C&NARD I.QO0
OI1A HIST. ¢¢_[ t[


































































OG SEP 72 PAGE 259







°l *4 -It • O O •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
PARAI41[TII I ¢ VALL_i
t Q. oOO Dill.. O. OOO
O.Ooo I[L(v TN O .OOO
Q.OQO CANARD O .OOO
OAYA NIST. CO01[ eli











06 SEP 72 PAGE 260
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
SV_L MAC_
_ O,$t_ ALPHAQ.IOO D£_
O |.ltg AILRr_M
-I -4 -I • I • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
















































































-.0 -.4 -.• -,11
ITMIOiL HACH
_ Q.Sg_ &LPHAO.tO0 O[N
0 I.Ig_ &ILR_
M496-_'S_C
o.t .O .0 .O .2 ol





OAT& HIST. CO0[ e£
ARI 1981-3 MOOEL _482C12V2 (E3829G}







































- I -Q -4 -I • • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
p IlIANETI! I C VALI_ II
III .DOT} OIL O.OOO
O.OOO erLI[VTR O.OOO
O .ooo
DATA MIST. COO[ ir
M4_B MSCC ARIIDBI-:3 MODEL WGB2

















' | ! : ,
:--L--L_
M496-MSFC




















-SO - • - • - 4 - •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
PAaANETm [C Vat.UtS
ALPMA IS .0'30 Ork D.O00
OIER 0.000 I[LEV TR O.OO5
A I LIIP_I O.OOO
DATA HIST. Cr'.¢[ Ill*




















-• -• -4 -II • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PANM_£ tll I ¢ V&L_I£S
| S . 0•• DCL • . •DO
• .DOG r LE¥ Tit • .0••
•.•GO
DATA HILT. C_O| IlK
M49S-MSFC AR! 198I-3 MODEL W682 (E3806H]




















































-e -e -4 -i • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PARAWI[TR I ¢ VAL, PJ[ S
Is .ooo OIL O.OOO
O.OOQ tLI[VTR O.OQQ
• .OOO
OATA His'r, ¢e.¢1[ eC
AR11981-3 MODEL WGB2 [E3BOBH3























CE3806H) 06 SEP 72 PAGE 269
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY






























4Q • •"° .° -. **4
I
i L L
ITlilI_ N&CM PARA_[TRI¢ ¥AL_[I










LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
O._
OATA _|ty. ¢OO[ It|
M496-MSFC AR1198I -3 MOOEL W682 CE38 06H ]


















_ 1.2QI ALPMA|.g$4 O[R
O 3.4e0 AILR_..Ol
*e -4 -I • 0 • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PA_ANI[ZTR t C VALIJ_ S
IS .DO0 Ol[t. O,OOO
O.OOO IrLl[ v TR O.OOO
0. OOO
DATA HIST. C'PA)( e[
M498-MS-'-C ^R11981 -3 MODEL WgB2V I ( E 3823H )


























• 0 • 4 •




t.102 AL_A |$,QO0 O_rl.
1.1$4 0_ O.QQO (LEVTR
0 _.410 AILII_N Q.QQO
OAT_ HIST. C_ID[ elf

















-4 -I • • 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PARamETRIC VALES
SS .OClO OrL Q.O00
O.O00 I[LEVTR O.OOO
0.0oo
OATA HIST* C_dOl[: *[
M496-MSFC ARt 1981-3 MODEL WBB2V 1 ( E3823H ]









OG SEP 72 PAGE 273
* .lI
O&T& HIST. ¢00[ e[









































° • = 4 -- 8 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
SYmbOL NAC_ PARAN1ETR|C VALUe:•




OATA litST. ¢00C is[
















































-41 -4 -I • 0 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETh, OEGREES
PAIqAI4(TR I C v AI,.U( _,
IS .QO0 O(L QoQQO
Q.OQQ I[L.I[vTR Q.OQQ
O.OOO
041'4 NIST. ¢_0( I[
V_._6-HSFC ARl 198I-3 MODEL WgB2V 1 (E3823H }



























06 SEP 72 PAGE 276
. )
LATERALDIRECTIONALSTABIL]TY






-4 -I! • 0 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
is.•SO0
0.000
|TN60L NACH PARANETR|¢ VALU_S
1.!01 ALPHA 1$°000 D[Lt*t_4 D[R 0.000 [L[V?R
O 3.460 AILR_N 0.000
OATA MIST. ¢C_E QE
_4S6-MSZC AR1198I-3 MODEL wgB2Vl (E3823H]
• [r[IlNC[ |NIrOllNATION
• R•P _.?OOS •G.IN.
kREW i.l?isO t_.
• •[W 4._ltO |N.









$.lQI ALPMA 1S,QOO O_Ll._Sa O_N O. O [L[VTI
O $.410 alL_ Q.OO'_
M496-MSFC
OAT& )liST. cOOC ,It
ARt 1981-3 MOOEL
-.I .O .O .O .I, .II
LATERAL FORCE COEFFIC[ENT. CY
O. 'J'.)O
O. OQQ
.S .4 *S .II
wSB2Vl
CE3823H] 06 SEP 72 PAGE 278
LATERALDIRECTIONALSTABILITY




° I - •
WgB2
4 •
(E3822H) 06 SEP 72 PAGE 279
,_496-MS;C
- 8 *ll -4 oll
SIDE SL[P
ilAltAN[ TR ! C VAL_4[S
At. _*M& tl .QQQ 01[I. Q,QQQ
O[R O .QOQ Irl.lr V TR Q.QOO
A I LIII_N Q.QOQ
0
ANGLE.
OATA HIST. Cr*_OIr eli
ARt 1981-3 MODEL WCJB2
DEGREES




SYMBOL NACM PAAAWETRI¢ VAktJl[$
1,S$, ALPHA $S.O00 O_L
3.400 D[R 0,000 [L[VTn
AILNON •.DO0
! ! ! • !





: .- : :
.- .- : :
: ." : :
: .- : ..
i ii i
! ! ! !
; ; ; i,
: ; ; !
: ." : :
; ll ,
: : .: ;
[ l l ,
; l ! l
iiiJl
]llll
- • 0 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
Q • ••0
•. •00
DATA HIST. C_E *_
M49_-HS=C AR11981-3 MODEL W9B2 {E3822H)


























DATA N|IT* C_l[ tl[




4 • • liD tll





* I -O -4 -| • 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PAmAN[TR |C VALUI_ $
IS.O00 OIL O.OOO
O .OOO I[LICVTR O.OOO
O. 000
DATA HIST. CP._r t[








-4 -II II •





0ATA HILT, CO0[ *[







! l ! I ! , ! !-.'--3
_ _-.,-
L_..... - ..... -'.._
i ......... .-J
! ' ;T.Xd






" ii:._---_ _ !
i i

















-tD - • - • - 4 - • 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
PARAI_I[ TR [ C VALU£S
ALPHA IS.ODD OIrL Q.ODD
DIrR O.OOO [LIrVTR O.OOO
A I LIEON D.OQD
DATA HIST. COOt ,r




















































*.1 -.g *.4 *.B -.I
S_NI04. NACN PANAVR[Tm|C VALUES
&.gSQ ALPHA I$.0QO O(L3.440 O(N O.QOQ Ct[VTR
A|LIIW'_I O.O00
OAT& _[ST. COOl set
1_/_g6-MSFC AR11981-3 MOOEL
[
-.I .O .O .t .I













CE3822H) 06 SEP 72 PAGE 286
C j
LAIERAL_DIRECIIONAL STABILITY







* 0 - •
STNC_L NACH PARAMETRIC VALI,_[$
A




i i , (.
Jiii
: : I !
!iii
iii[
: : i i
















: : .. :
!ii!
!!!!
i i i i
-4 "t • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
•. 00o
8. 000
DATA MIST. C"JO[ • Ir
H49g-MSFC ARt 1981-3 MODEL W4B2V2 CE3B2BH)

























-6 -I *4 -| • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
P_mANCTR I C VALUES
|S .OOO OEL 0.0OO
O.OOO IrLI[VTR O.OOO
Q. QOQ
0AT& HIST. COOl[ *E
AR1198I-3 MODEL W482V2 CE3828H]




















-e -• -4 -• • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PARAt41E Ill | C VALtJI[ S
IS .OOO DIlL O.OOO
O.O00 I[L[VTR O,OOO
O.OOO
DATA HIST. (:rjOr i[
AR11981 3 MODEL V482V2 (E3B2BH]







































*ILO - • - I -- • - •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
Pama_Tm[¢ VALU¢[S
ALPHA ISl .OOiO Oll'i. O.OOQ
UIl[ll U ._ tl.l:V Tit g .OO0
A I UIC_ O.O00
OATA HILT. ¢_0i[ e•




• • • |O 1LI
06 SEP 72 PAGE 290
(LAIER^LDIRECIION^LSIABILIIY
.,•
DATA MIST. ¢_E St
M498-MSFC AR11981-3 MODEL
• • SO Sit




OATA HIST. Cr_Ol[: IC
ARt 1981-3 MODEL W482V2
o •
BETA, DEGREES







-SO - • * • - 4
SIDE SLIP
PARAM[TR IC ¥ALUI:&
ALPMA IS .OOO OIrL O.OOO
OlCR O.0OO IPLEVTIt O.OOO
A l LR*'J_I O.OO0
°1
ANGLE,








• R[W I.TEOO IN.
gWRP |.4OO0 IN.
¥NRP O*QOOO IN.
ZNRP O*OOO0 _ IN*
|CALl O.OOlS








IYM6_. WACM PARAM[TR|¢ VALg[|
|,i49 ALPHA tS.OOO OIL
O[m O.OOQ E_(VTR
AILR_N O.OOG
-.I -.| .G .I .|
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
0.000
0.000
04T4 NTST. C_( *t



























06 SEP 72 PAGE 294
LAIER^L DIRECIIONAL SI^BILIIY
.Q
OATA HIST. ¢r..¢£ t[
ARt ISBI-3 MODEL W682 [E38OGI ]
4 • m IO SI




-tO - • - • - 4 - • 0 Q
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,
PA•AMIET• I C VALUES
At.III.IA $O .OQQ Olrt. O .OQQ
01[• O.QO0 I[Lrv TN O .OO0
A[ LII_I O,OQQ
04T4 HIST. ¢P-_[ IIl_
AR11981 -3 MOOEL WGB2
DEGREES









0 °_. : :
{j .Or ! J
L F |
U




























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SY_C,L _a{_ P&RANETRI¢ YAL_ES
1.151 ALPHA 30.000 OIL 0.0003.4_0 •(R 0.000 ELEVTR •.DO0
ATLI_ 0.000
• ATA NtST, COOt *E






r i v r
'- "--T- --"-" -_-
1






















(E3BOBI) OG SEP 72 PAGE 297
°.lI
LATERALOIRECTiONAL STABILITY
















r rl r I I










-4 -| 0 0 |
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
$?_1_I* MACH PARA_IITR|¢ VAL_I




OIY& NIST. C_O[ I(













DATA HIST. COOE *E
AR11981-3 MODEL WBB2 [E380BI }
4 • • l• tI
OB SEP 72 PAGE 299
OaTA N[ST. COOt *1[
_',499-MS_C AR11981-3 MODEL WS82 [E380GI)
, i












4 • • tO SI









STIqp24. NACH PARAN[TR[C VALUES
t.Sg| ALPHA _O.000 O(L
_.400 O(I 0.OOO CL(vTII
41LI_N O.OOO
OAT& HIST. ¢'201[ OIl
M,_9S-MSF C ^R11981-3 MOOEL
-.I .0 .O .t .a





































-8 • • • 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
|YNGOL NACM PARAM(TRIC VALUES
1.$17 ALPNA 50.000 OCLt.tSS OER 0.000 [L[VTR
0 $.4@0 AILRr'-W_ 0.000
[] 4.tSS
• ATA MIST. C_Ol_ or










































06 SEP 72 PAGE 303
LAIERAL DIRECIIONAL STABILIIY
.4I '._. ',_ L .... {
,II'II !


























4011 Ill - I - •

























-4 -| O Q O
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
S T illi'_i, ll& ¢11 P &llAili TIt | ¢ V liI. UIE II
I .ill 0£_ Q.QQQ (L_VTI
0 _.tlG A I LIl_il Q.OgO
0 4o91_
O_TA _|ST, C_O( JE




i ! r !
o _.._
_. [ ! i
ri fi
r_ .2.-.a- -
: '. : : .



















0 3o4Q0 AIL R_I
_] 4.95S
M498 MSFC
. • • • 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,
PARAMETR I C VALU[S
•SO. O00 OIL O.O00




DATA HIST. C r-_)r t(









OG SEP 72 PAGE 305
LATERALDIRECTIONALSTABILITY
- • • O • O
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ivNl_ NACN PAR&M_TRtC VALUI_S
t.lg_ ALP_ 3Q.Q_ D_Lt.tS$ OCR O. OQ CLEVTR
0 $.4e@ &ILIII_N O.QQD
0 4.$SQ


































-4 -I 0 0 0 I
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ll_ M6r_L NACH PARAMETRIC VALUI[ $
•. t$? &LP_A SO .ODD DEL! ._$S 0[_ O.OOO [I[VTR
0 _.4I¢_ AILR_N 0.000
• .S$9
DATA NEST. CruDE el;"















i : : J
I : : :
: : : i
































o • -4 -II • O • Q
































ITM_P.4. NACH PARAHETRIC VALUES
$.1_T AL_HA IO.QO0 O_L1.915 D_R Q.DOD ,L[VTR
O ].4tO A[LRON O.QO0







































$TI¢I)_(. NACM pARAI4ETR|C VALUe|
I.tQY ALPHA $0°000 D(L|.OIS O(R o.OQO _L[VTR
0 1.410 AILIIQN 0.000
0 4.gSg
OAT& N(ST* ¢_0[ eC
M498-MSFC AR11981-3 MODEL
-.t .11 .0 .0 °11 .| .11








¥NRP Q.OO_Q , IN.
ZNRP Q.OOQQ IH.
SEAL[ G.QQIS





































- a,|,. -'nuo ° • • -4 -t • 0 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
SYMCOL WACM PARAN[TRI¢ VALUES




DATA HIST. ¢**JO[ ,It



















- s -s -4 -I I 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
PA8_ AMI_ TIq [ C VALU[ $
_10. 000 OIL 0,000
O.O00 I[LI[V Tfl O.OOO
O. O00
I_AI"A M[!IT. COO[ t[



















4 • • tO Ill
OG SEP 72 PAGE 314.
LATERAL DIRECTIONALST^BILITY





































































-O -O -4 -I • II •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES




OATA HIST. Ct'_O[ t[
M49_-KSPC AR1198I-3 MODEL wgB2 CE38221 )
4 • • tO $11




OAT& I.I[$T. ¢001[ eli
ARt 1981-3 MOOEL WgB2
• •
BETA, DEGREES





- • O Ill •




• • • i| II
06 SEP 72 PAGE 317
LAlERAL OIRECTIONkL SIABILITY
.4Q
&yMQ_4L. N&CH PARA_ETR|C VALUES
l.QSa ALPHA $O.0OO OILi.410 OCR O.QQO EL[VTR
A[LII_3_ O.OQO
OAT" MIST. ¢C_1C *[
,_t_96-_,SF C AR1198I -3 MOOEL
-1"-r-T-1
.- °
-ol .O .O .l .l
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
Q.QOQ
Q.QQQ
• I .4 .I









OATA N|$T. ['oor i[




OAT& H[&T. ¢P_[ *(
ARIISBI-3 MODEL W482V2 CE38281)
4 • • zo 1•










- • - i -4 -8 • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BEIA, DEGREES
PANAWtTR IC VAL_q_s
30 .ooo DIlL O.OOO
Q.000 I[LI[VTR O,QQO
0. 009
OATA MIST. cr_[ i_



































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
I_RAm[TR I ¢ ¥ & L_I[ S
• Q.QQO DICk Q,OQ_
Q .00_ EL_VTR O,QOQ
0._
O&TA N[ST. C_Ol[ _,lr
_g8-MSFC ^R] I_81-3 MODEL W_B2v2
Bm[V _._0_ IN.
SCALE Q.QO_S




O&T& Iq|ST. C_'.'O[ lit
ARI IS8I-3 MODEL W482V2 [E382813
4 • • tO tI




OAT& NtST. COOl[ eli




















































- • -e -4 -It • It
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PARAMETM %C VALU£S
SO .000 OI_L O.OOO
O.OOO IrL[VTR O.OQO
O.OO0
OATA MIST. CO01[ *1[


































































-- • • 0 • 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
0. OOO
0.000 !
OAT& MIST. Cr_[ t[
ARI1981-3 MODEL WgB2Vl (E3823J)
• 4 • • iO L"
OG SEP 72 PAGE 327
°.Sll
04 -Ill • IS 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
8TW_II. NACN P&RAI41ETNt¢ ¥&LUC$
(_ t.%'l_ ALP_& SO.OQQ OCL|.$g4 O(I Q.OOQ EL[VT_
0 S.4SQ AILflQN O.OQQ
0 4.0S9
STABILITY



















06 SEP 72 PAGE 328
L j
STM_L MAC_ PARAMeTrIC VALUES




-4 -I • • O •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
0 .DO0
0. 006
OATA NIST. ¢OOE ei_
























t . | t)4 At.P_lAS .S$4 O_R
3.4eO AILAON.
[] 4.s$11
DATA MIST. ¢_0[ *[
_496-MSFC AR119BI-3 MODEL
*Q -4 * 8 O • Q •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
PAA&M(TR | ¢ V&LU($
SO.OQ_} O(L O.OOQ
0.000 ELEV I"R 0.000
0. OO0
W9B2V I CE3823J) OG SEP 72 PAGE 330
C i
-4 *l 0 • • O
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
STM_OL WACH PARANETRIC VALUES
1.1_4 ALPMA SO.•O0 OIL1.0S4 O(R •*•00 [L[VTR
O 3.400 AILR_ dN 0.000






















i i i i
!!I _ i




06 SEP 72 PAGE 33l
- .01
• aTA _[ST. ¢_E e[
_<DG-MSFC ARIIS81-3 MODEL W982Vl
I I I !
[ I [ I
il! l









































-4 -I 0 O 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,
PARAH[TE|¢ VALU[$
ALPHA SO.ODD •EL
• _R D.OQO [LEVTA
AILR_ O.OOO
•.o•o



















































-.e -.I -.4 -.I -.11 -,t
lTl'lll_l. I,IACW PARAN( 1"11IC VALUES
(_ 1.11'4 AL P'MA $Q .QO_ OI[LI . '11$4 Drill Q,OQQ rLIrV Tll
0 $ .410 41 t.IIQN Q,QOQ
(_] " 4.1191)
OAlr4 NIST. ¢r..,OC 4,1[


























• 0 .O .O .Q .1
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
O ,OOQ
O, QOQ



















CE3828J ) D6 SEP 72 PAGE 335
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BET^. DEGREES
I¥1'_'J_ NA_N PA_AW_T_IC VALI.I_S REVERENCE IN_O_AT1 '_4
4, _59 AL_NA 5Q.QQQ O(L Q.OOQ LNE_SRE_ 4._3_I.I_IQ , S@.[N.IN.
OEI 0,000 [k_¥TR Q,OOO IR[_ _.?2gO IN.




OATA NIIT, ¢_O[ It




4 • • |Q 1Lt







- • - • -4 - | 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PARA_TR IC VALUe S
$0.000 DEf. O,OOO
O. OQt3 IrL[VTII O.OOO
O. OOO
O&TA MIST. ¢00 r eC
_z.gS- MSF C ^R11981-3 MODEL W482V2 (E3828J ]
4 t • 10 1|







-Io - • - • - 4
SIDE SLIP
PANAN[TN I C VALU_ S
ALPMA SO. OO*'J O IrL 0.0OO




OaT& )'lIST. C _-_D[: elf
AR1198l-3 MODEL W4B2V2
DEGREES






























-tQ ° il - • - 4 - •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
PAll AIq_lll I C VALUI[ S
ALPHA SQ.OQO O_L Q.QC_
OCll Q,QQQ IrLIrVTII Q.QQQ
A | I.JIICN O.OO0
OATA NIST. C_O( *[



















OATA HIST. C001£ 01_




































.Q _ r I






















- • • • • • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
=TNBOL MACH PARAICETRIC VALU[S
O.Sl9 ALPHA - IO.O@O DEL O.OOOO.IOO O(R O.OO@ "L[VTR O.OOO
O t.OOl alLRON O.OO@ CANARD O.OOD
[] t.l,@
_gB-MSFC
DATA HTST. COOl[ el[
ARllgBi-3 MODEL WGB201 IC12V2 (E384IL)












-4 -I • 0 • •
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES
iY MICL #a¢_ P4RAM(TR t¢ VALES
O.$tt ALPN& ° 10.000 D_LQot_ O(m 0.000 lk(VTI
0 | .Oa_ alia v_4 O.OOO CAN4RO
O I .Ill





















-to - • - • • 0 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,
PARANITR I C ¥AL_/_$
ALPHA - 10.000 0_L O,OO0
D[R O.OOO [LEVTR O.DQO
AI LN_N O.OOO CANARD 0.0OO
8ATA H[ST, COO( t(











OG SEP 72 PAGE 345
IVlIIF'JI. NACN








-II -4 -II 0 • II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BET^
PARAW_TA [ ¢VA I.t, lC $
- lO.OOO OEL. O.O00
O.O00 ELI[vTA O.OlOO
O.OOO CANARD O.OO0


























































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ITN_OL NACH PARAN_TRI¢ VALIJ($
O.$g$ ALPHA - SO.O00 OEL O.O00O.SOO D_ O.OO0 [L[VTR O.O00
I.OOt AILR _-_ O.OO0 CANARD O.O0_
[] I*t_6
OATA H|ST, COOt lllr




























































-4 -8 • 0 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA.
P&mANKTR[C V&LtJ_$
ALPHA - tO.OOO 0(_ O.OOO
OEN O.OOO CL[VTI Q.OQQ
AULII_N O.OOO CANARO 0.004]
041r& Nlsr. ¢_Ot ,i,m'





















































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
svweoc NACH PANAH[TRI¢ VALU(S
O._OO O(R O.OOO IL_¥TR O.OQQ
1.0Or AILRCW O.O00 ¢aH_nO 0.0013
S.tte
• 4TA HIST. C_O[ ,It











• NRP O._O_O IN.
_I4RP •.•OOO |k.
SCak[ O.OOt5








=.11 *.4 -.| -.| -.! .0 .O .0 .0 .l
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
PARAkq[TR t C VAJ.UCS
AL.let4 A - tO. DOG DIlL O.OOO
DEll Q.OOO I[LEVTII O.OOt)
A | I.D_ O. OOO CANARD O. ODD
DATA HIST. C**_O| i Ir
AR11981-3 MODEL
.11 .ll .4 .I .u
R(Irir R ICNCIr I NIr'_RW&T [ON
SmlClr ,_ .Ills S_. IN.
t..ll t'lr |. $'SAQ ! N.
lit1 [Ir 4 .]QDD IN.
XNtP | .4000 (N.
yWltP 0.QQDO IN.
ZWIIP • .OQDD (;4.
I¢&t.ir D .0DIS
WGB20IICI2V2 (E384IL} OG SEP 72 PAGE 350
LATERAL DIRECIIONAL SIABILIIY- EFFECI OF CANARDS
,•
_,49_,-MSFC
• ATA MIST. (*".JOE i[
AR11981-3 MODEL B2C12 (E3BO3H]
4 • • tO It
OG SEP 72 PAGE 35]
DIRECIIONALSTABILITY-EFFECI
DATA MIST. COCO[ _[






*e -li -4 -t O •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PAIIAW[TR | C VALUES





-to - • * • - 4 - • 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PAMaMETM tC VALUES
ALmHA IS.O00 CANARD - _O.OOO
OATA HIST. COOl[ $[




OATA *¢I|T. COOt *1[
AR11981-3 MODEL B2C12 CE3803H]
4 • • tO ||
OS SEP 72 PAGE 356
LATERAL DIRECIION^L SI^BILIIY- EFFECI OF C^N^RDS
t,&
-'_$6_ v,S_C
DATA t'ltST. COO[ ,It






































**11 o.4 -.11 -.11 -.t ,O .S .11
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
,v mllO4. N&CN PAIIANIETIE | C VALUI_$
C_ I - 11'I'II AL_PNA _ $ ._OO CANARD - I0 . QQQ
OAT& N[slr. COOl[ *1[













DATA be#ST. C_.O[ '4,1[
Y_.S6-MS_-C AR11981-3 MOOEL B2C12 [E38041) OS SEP 72 PAGE 35S
LATERALDIRECTIONALSTABIL












OATA NIST. ¢_O1[ *1[
_._8- MSCC AR11981 -3 MOOEL B2C12 (E38041)






























OAT& HIST. ¢_[ *[
ARIl981-3 MODEL B2C12 [E38041]
4 • • to
06 SEP 72 PAGE 3Sl
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY- EFFECT OF CANARDS
.gl
82C12 [E3804I] 06 SEP 72 PAGE 362
t
L )
L^TER^L DIRECTIONAL SI^BILITY- EFFECT OF CANARDS
°IQ
ra496 MSFC
O&TA MIST* ¢r'-dO[ IIEr
ARI IS81-3 MODEL B2C12
O •
BETA. DEGREES
{E3e041 ) 06 SEP 72 PAGE 363
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY- EFFECi OF CANARDS
06 SEP "/2 PAGE 364
t
(,. )




- • - I - 4 - I • • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PAMANETRIC VALUES
3O.OO0 CANARD - 40 .OOO
DATA MIST* COO[ SI[









OS SEP 72 PAGE 365
J
, I
-.t .0 .t .I
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
ITNIOI. NA¢_ PANAI'41[TNt¢ VALt._S
C) 4.1st ALPHA 3_.000 ¢AN&RO - 4O.OOO
OaT& I.III.T. ¢0C1£ ear
M496-MSFC A_1198[-3 MOOEL B2C 12
.$
_L_[. ' [ ! : '.! _ .' J
i
-_- -x--___ _. 4--.--
_ ; , ; r o
; i
'' _X----_
t i !1 _ i 1 i
i; ;il _iii:
I I t i I
' I
,[+ : ; + : ; ; ; :
I t!! f_!!!









(E38041) OG SEP 72 PAGE 3GG
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL SIABILITY- EFFECT OF CANARDS
.G
°|
OATA HIST. CO0[ eli



















































"- .4Qtl -iO - I





























• Q Q •
SlOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
@ARA_tTRIC V_Lg£i
IS .00• D[L _.Q_
• .OOO I[LI[v TII 0.O•O
0.••0 CAN AilO * !_. ODD
_696-_SFC
•ATA Hi:IT. C_Ol[


























OS SEP 72 PAGE 3_8
LAIERALOIRECIIONALSIABILITY-EFFECTOFCANARDS
.t|
DATA MIST. Ce_( tE
M496-YS_C AR11981-3 MODEL W6B2C12 (:E3814H] OG SEP 72 PAGE 369
mAT& NIIT. C_OIC *1_

















































































• 0 • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PARAt41CTR ! C VALUI[S
t5.000 OI[L Q.OQQ
O.O00 IrLEVTR O.OOO




O _.4@_ A[LN°o _1
OATA HIST. ¢_0[ e[


























































I . |I)YS. teO
$.4eQ
-tO * • - • - 4 - • • O • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PAIAI._Tm l C VALSJCS
ALPNA ?,5 .QOQ Dirt. Q.QQQ
0IrA O.OOO I[I rvTIt O.OO9
A [ LIII_N O.OOO CANAA0 - IQ . OOO
OITi NIST. Ce.W_[ It


























WGB2C12 (E3814H] 06 SEP 72 PAGE 372
(. )









-• -4 • • O O •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PARANETR |¢ @&LiJI[ S
IS .DO0 OEL 0.000
O.OOO IrLEVTR O.OOO
O.OOO CANARD - •O . ODD
DATA I_[$T. COO[ el•


























CE3814H) OG SEP 72 PAGE 373




































4o •*- .. *.S -.4 -.I -.11 -.!. .0 .0 .0 .IL .I
LATERAL FORCE COEFF[CIENT. CY
IT_•'_[. NACH PAmA_TN[¢ VALUES
[_ t.10T &LPN& I$.000 OIL Q.OOOt._•O DEn 0.000 [LEVTN O.OOQ
0 3.410 AIklIL_4 O.OOQ ¢AN&mO * 20.000
OATA I_[ST. COOl[ _1[



































-8 I @ •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA,
SYMBC,L NA(M _AW_TR|¢ YAt_$
1,t$5 ALPMA 30.090 OIL Q.QQOt.t50 D_R Q.O00 EL_VTR .O09





OAT_ MIST. C_'_DC t£



















• • IO 11
R•FER[NC[ I k_ro_&T[ON
LR[r l,I]lO IN.





06 SEP 72 PAGE 375











-4 -I a Cl Q
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA.
SYNS_I* NACH P&RANCTR[C VALUES
t.ltS aLP_& 3Q.OQQ D[L Q,QO0t*tSO D[I Q.QO0 IL[VTR O.QOQ
0 3.4eG ATLI_N O.QOQ CANARO - 4Q*QO0
[] 4.gSt
_49G-_,SFC














I r I i _
I I I I i
I_-i
I I I































-II -4 • O •
SlOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,
PARAHETR IC VALIJI[ S
3.0 . or'jr3 OlEL 0.000
O.OOO Ir LEVT• O.OOO
O.OOO ¢ANARO - 40.000













































4 II • II
H49B-MSFC
OATA HIST. ¢C4D( _l[

















DaTA HIST. Cq'-_O( _E

















































-- i - 4 -- I 0 • 0 ' 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PAIIAMI[ TII [ C VA LUi[S
$Q. OOQ Oil. D. OQQ
Q.QQQ IrLIrvTll O.OOO
O,O00 (_ANANO * 40. ODD
DATA NIST. C_Ol[ ill









































- • 0 0 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA.
S,w_OL Na(M F&RAW[TR[¢ VALUI_$
S.lt5 aL_Ma $0.000 OIL 0.0001.$S0 DCR 0.000 [LEVTR Q,O05
3.400 AILR_N 0.000 CANARD - 4Q.QO0
4.t$9
,"48B-"S= C
OATA MIST. COO( am(































































































A_PHA 3Q.QOQ D£L O.OOO
O_ Q.QOQ [_[VTR O.OO0
AILRO_ O.O00 CANA_O - 40.000
OITl Nil/. ¢¢0t e[










06 SEP 72 PAGE 382
(,. )
L^IER^L DIRECIION^L SI^BILIIY- EFFECI OF CANARDS








-I -4 -t I • O •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
SO .000 °_L 0.000
0,000 ELEVTR O.O00
0,00{} CANARO - IO .000
_'496-_S_C
OATA MIST. C_D[ I[














REWERENCE I _lrOl_Wa T I ON
SREr 4 .llt$ S_. IN.
LREF I .SSSO IN.
_NRP 1.400_ IN .
¥NRP 0,0000 IN °
ZI_AP O°O00Q Ik°
06 SEP 72 PAGE 383
LATERAL OIRECTIONAL STABILITY- EFFECT OF CANAROS
_49_-YSFC
nM.l& Iq|ST. CO0( se"





















-:o - • - Q - 4 - • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE.
PAmAMETRIC VAL_)ES
ALPMA $O.OOO DEL D.ODO
DI[R O.OOO ELIrVTR D.ODO
A| LRON O.OOO CANARD - lid . OOO













OS SEP 72 PAGE 3B5







L I ! I
._e
L, L! !_
0 .os E ; i
uJ _ : :




[ t i i







- I • o
I_N_l* N&CH
_ to_41 ALPHA$.410 D[R
|
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
II &RAI,_TII | ¢ V&_U_S
$O.OOO 0(I. G.OOQ
0.00o I[LI[VTR 0.000
0.000 CANAR0 - 410.000
0aT& NlSl. ¢*'.C[ tE

























































I. '. !. ' I + !
: : : ! I I !
iii !!! P
. . . ! I I 1
I_ I i I!!
. . . : ,.
+_i i+i+
: * : I I I I
+i_ iill
iii i i :: '_
iii !!!i
,ill i;,_i
1 i i _ i
A+I ',,--_ ,
: : : : : : :
!!+ ]!!i
: : : : : : :
i-Hi ; :.%_
!"1 I : : "'!
::: +ii+
: : : : : ,, :
+ii ++ii
!+! i+i!
: : : : : : :





: : : : : : :
+++ i!!!
!!i +ii!







I I l I I l I
- II O O • •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
II&lIAWI[ TR [¢ VAL(JCS
I n .OOO OI[L {). OqO
O . CIQ_3 IrUrVTIi O.OOO
O,QO0 C&N&I_O - 40. (_QO
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DATA SIT SYH_OL ¢ONTtGuRATI_ D[SCRTPT[ON ALPHA CANARD [L[VTR AILRO_
<Z3elgTI _ ML_o_$W¢ A_lt901-3 HOO[L W_S_¢I_V2,NO TRiP $T_P $0.000 *40.000 0.000 0,000 $_[r
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Q I 10 tl
O_?AtZ]ItUT)_[T STW_.L._._ W4SI-NSTCCC_FIGUmATI_&RII$i|.$O[SCRIPTI_II(L3OEL . ALPHA ¢&NARO EL[VTR AILt_*L mE?[RENC[ IN_OANATTO_I
_1_ _B_¢12V_oI_*_ TR|P STriP 30.000 -40,000 0.000 0,_00 $_£_ 4.0_1$ S_.IN.
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ALPHA _ANA_O EL IrvTR k ! LR_;4
DaTa KF SVW@04. ¢f_lrt&_RITle_N OESCNIPTION
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DATA 5_T SYMBOL CONfIGUrATION D[$¢RTPTION
(Z3_OgUl _ M496-_SrC ARt_r-3 MOOEL W_¥2 ,k_. $4 GRIT
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l| IO Ill 14 II
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ANGLE OF ATTACH:. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA S_T SYmbOL CC'_IGU_AT_ OESC;TPTZON
(Z_OgUl _ M4gG-_S_C ARtlgB_°$ i_'_O[L _2V_ ,_*_. 54 GRiT
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DAT_ S[T S'r_gC, L CO_rlGU, AT[r.,N D[SCR|PT[_
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EFFECI OF IRIP SIRIPS
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38 40 4| 44 41 4| |Q || 14 11•
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA _T S'rH_'J I- CONF|C*UI_AT[ON OESCRIPT_._N W[TA I[LI[VTR
(Z'JSr_gU) _ M4_)6-MSrC ARIIgSt-3 _._DI[:L _2VZ ,N_. $4 fpaI¥ O.OOO O*OOO
I r,3SOgK ) _ N4g6-MSrC ARt lgeSl-3 e4r_tL _BtV_ D.QOQ Q.QQO
blACM I ,S4Z
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EFFECT OF WAX FILLETS IN CANARDS
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EFFECI OF WAX FILLEIS IN C^N^RDS
NACH O.SSl t,lgY ].4_0
,., I". -t--r -'T-
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EFFECT OF WAX FILLETS IN CANARDS





























DATA S_T STk*D_4. Ct".lNIr|c.U_lATt_*J_%l OI[:SCa[PT|_N
¢l[$1tl'_(Z211|,S)) _ MAgQ-IqSlrCNA_lA_NldrC &RI. 1UI|.]&RIISaI-$1(,_jOELIA_"_401[L_._B_CI2V,,WAXI_II_C12¥_IrA[RINGS
4 • • IO II t4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
IETA cLrvT_ CANAAO
Q. ClOD D.OQD O .DOI0
O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO
NACI,I O , S 1141 I . I _17 ]. 4 lid
S.D
R fir I[:_l[:NCt 1N/r_R NAT | e..)N
B_[Ir A.3OOO IN.
XNRP • .AOOQ IN.
YNRP Q .OOOO IN.















iOAT& SIlT SYNQrJL C_[G_RAT|_ _l 0[$CN|PT[ P_f4
(I]SlYA) ('_ W4SQ-WSrC ARttSI[*] W'.A0(L W_BICIIV@
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
I_TA [L[VTR CANARO
O. OOO 0.0OO 0. 000
O.0OO 0 .OOO O .O00
NACN O.SSI t.l•? 3,4e0
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OATA SIT STW_@L Cr.#_rISU_A?IC_ DESCRTPT|_N
([38t?A) _ W4tG-_$R¢ AAttge|-$ I$-.O[L
(Z3eLTS) /_ _496-MSrC ARttge1-$ *$30[L _B_Ct_V_,WAX _A|RING$
0.0 0.| &.O 1.S !.0
NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT,
lll[?a ELI[VTR CANARD
W_2Ct _Vl_ 0.000 0.000 O.O00
0.000 0.009 _ .000



































DATA S(T SYmbOL CONFIGURAT|_ O[$CRIPTION
(13801A) _ _49_-MS_C ARI1_el-3 *eOO[L
([3802_) _ _496-MSrC ARltge[-_ _EL
(1380_A) _ M49_-MS_C &Rlt_SI-3 NOO_L







SET& [LEVTR AILfl_4_ CANARD
O.OOO
O,OOO O,OOO LR[r
O.OOO Q.OQQ 9.009 IR[r
O,QQQ O,OOO O.O0O O.OOO X_RP
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OATA @[T IYk_IOL, C_NPIGtJilATI_ O[@CR|PT|ON
(13DORA) O _4_@-N1_¢ ARIt@@|-3 _@O_L @!
(13@@@A) _ Ndg@-N$_¢ ARIt_@I-$ _K_OEL _@_Y!









|LIVTM 41LIEN CANARD M[r[R_NC[ INrORNATIO_I
• R[_ 4.i||| |_.{H.
Q.OO@ LRE_ z.@_@@ IN.
O.OOQ O.OOO @RE_ 4.@OoO IN.
O.OQ@ O.OOO O.OO@ X_RP 1.40@Q IN.

















OATA S(T SYMBOL Cr.JNFIGURATIO ¢4 O[SCRIPTIC>N
(13e_QA) _ N496-_Sr¢ AR%1961-3 MOOEL
(13OtlA) Z_ _4ge-NSrC AR|lgeI*3 Ig-.43EL






















OATA _T |YWOOl. ¢C/4V|G_IIIAT|_ Ot$CRIPTlf_l
¢l_loe&) ('_ N4S_-WI_rC ARIttll*_ W_O_L
(lllltA) _ W4_4-WS_C ARIttlI-_ WOO_L
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LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AT ALPH^:O. DEG.


















































0.11 t.O t.I I1o0
PAGE 538
--i ......
O.I l.O $.1 ll.O
PAGE 539
LONGITUDINAL$T^BILITYAT ^LPH^=O.DEG.
OATA I_[T ITW_OL Cc_rIG_ATIONO[$CR|PTI_4
(13e,eA) _ _4Qe-NS_C ARtIQe|*3 N_O[L W48,VE
(13etRA) _ W4gQ-N&FC ARttgi|-3 NGO[L W402¢t2V,
t.il S.Q
MACH NUMBER
S.$ 4.Q 4.g S.O
III[TA ELEVTR A|LROIq CANARD R[FER£N¢[ INFC_NATI¢_
0.000 0.0Q0 0.000 SR(_ 4.15|? SG.IN.
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OATA SlIT SYNIIr_* O_qlrlGuII&TI_ OIISClIIPTIOI_






iIT_ [LIVTR AILN4_4 ¢ANANO
Q.QOQ Q.QQO O.OOO
















LONGITUOINAL STABILITY AT ALPHA=O. _G.
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DATA &CT SY;41_ ¢_I_IGURATIr_I DESCRIPTICfl
(I_3A_ _ N41_-MSrC ARl1981-_ Nr_D[L































[LEVTR AILRON CANARD REFERENCE I_'_W&51(_N
O.OOO O.OOO I_[_ ?.?DOS Re,iN,












LONGIIUOIN^LSTABILITY AT ^LPH^:O. OEG.
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O,g "-,_I I.,II II,0
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LONGIIUDIN^L SI^BILIIY ^I ^LPH^=O. DEG.
.|
PABAM[TRIC VAL_4[$
BETA O.OOO OIL O.OOO
OER O.DO0 [LEVTR 0.000
AILRr_N 0,000 CANA_O O.O00





I.O i.S 4.0 4.S I.o
[ 13837A )
RIL*'IrER[NC[ %N_'C_MATI'ON














































0.1 1.0 IL.II 1.0
PARAIA_TR|C VALIJI_$
BETA Q.QQQ OCL Q.OA040
Otn _._ tLtVTI O.QQQ
alLn_ O.OOQ CANARD O.OOQ
oA!r4 Nll'r. C_( el'i(Ir

















B[TA O.OOO OIL O.OOO
D(R O,OOO [L[VTR O.000




DATA HIIT. ¢OO1_ _l[*rl r














BI[T& O.OOO Ol_t,. O.QQO
IN[ll O.OOO ELtVTR O.O00
AIL_ .O.OOO CANARO O.QOO
° , -. .
I
OATA W|ST. COOl[ 4_I1[I r




I1.0 I.S 4.Q 4.S I.ID
REPERENCE INFOglNATI_











LONGIIUDIN^L STABILITY AT ^LPH^=O. DEG.
t .0 s .I • .0
P4RAN[TEI¢ VALU[S
B[TA 0.000 O_L O.OOO
D[R O.OOO [L[YTR 0.000
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LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AT ALPHA:O. DEG.
,$
PAAAN[TRIC VALUES
8ETA 0.000 DEL O.OOO
D[R O.OO0 EL[VTR O.OOO
AILR_WW O.O00 CANARD O,OOO
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LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY AT BETA= O. OEG,
8.0
OAYA $1CT SYI4Q(_. CONWtGiJqAT|¢IN Ol'lCNIPtt_
(S3OI_G) C) N4 IIQ -PlSlr C
( t $014;1) _ N4_Q*NSIr C











































LATERAL OIRECTIONAL STABILITY AT BETA: O. BEG.
.QtO
O.I t.O 1.| I.O
PAGE 569







I! O.I t.O t.I 80 IS 80 3.S 4.0 4.I I.I- . • • •
MACH NUMBER
OAVa SET ITNIV34. ¢00_rIGUR&TIO_40ESCf[PTTON ALPHA A[LIIION ELEVTR CANARO mEVERENC( INVO#_ATtO*I
¢T_$4tP)CISI41G) _ Mat4-NSPCNatt-_sIrC ARti_I[-SARtl_l[_S ;400EL_EL I,_.6_O||¢|2Vtt,4_I|CtZyE O.OQQ Q-QQQ O.OOa O.QQO SR[V 4.1ZiS SQ.IN.tO.OOO Q.QQO O.OOO Q.QO0 LN(W t.S_QQ |N.






LATERAL OIRECTIONAL STABILITY AT BETA= O. DEG.
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OATA SI_T SYM_C_L Ce._Ir|GU_AT|e_I DI[SCRIPT_Or4
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LATERALDIRECTIONALSTABILITY AT BETA= O. DEG.
.ItU
Q.II t.O t.II II.Q
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LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY AT BETA= O. OEG.
|°I
• ¢
O.I 1.0 t.I 1.0
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OATA KT SVlII,*_(. CCt_IrlSI.IAATIr._I O[SCA|PT|r.bl
¢ Ise_ll*lr _ O 1441)Q-Nslr¢ Alqltl)ll|*S *w'.dDl[;.
¢ 1 _l_J_& ) ]_ N49t_-IlSlrC ARI |_l)! -$ w'.,OICL
c 1 _q$11_ ) 0 1141)Q-Nslr¢ ARI 1.911[ -$ W'_Olrl.












LATERAL DIRECTIONAL STABILITY AT BETA= O. OEG.
l.I
• C* °
0.| t.O Io| 8.0
PaGE 582
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ILAIERALDIRECTIONALSIABILII'Y Al" BEIA: O. DEG.
._tQ
O.S t.O S.I I.O
PAGE 585
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OAT& ICT 8Tt4U¢_. C_NIrIGuRATI'*_40¢SCm[PTIC_4
( I Selslr ) _ N411 -Nslrc ARI |981-] N*2OCL
(llOmS4) _ N4$4*NSP¢ Amll_O|-_ N*20(L
( M49Q-NIJrC AR|IgO|-S N**_Ci(L








Q.OQO 0 ,QGQ O .Ooo
IO. CIQO • .OQO O .QDG
IS .OOO O.OOO Q.QOO
$O.QQG O.OOO O.OOO
SO .DOG O .OOO O .DOG
4 .G 4 .ll •.0
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OATA lilt |VNI¢_ ¢t_Ir|GURAT[rJlO(S¢flIPflCt(
¢ISel4F ) _ _4_l*NlIJr¢ AN11_II-_ k*'_D_L






































AILII_N [LEVTm CkNa_O _(_E_[Nct IN_O_&TIC_
O.O_Q O.OQO SR[F T.?QOI lt.t_.
O.QQQ O.o_o L_EF 3.17Q_ _N.
O.O_ -IQ.QO9 _RE_ 4.]ti_ IN.







LATERALDIRECTION* STABILITYAT BEI^=O. DEG
- .OS$
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oa'rA $CT ST_qllr_. C¢,Nlri(,UIqAT[GN O_$CR_PT|rJN
N496-MSIrC AN2 lSSI-2 k,*_Di[ L.
¢ | _*q_ski ) N41)6 -NSlr¢ AN| LS_|'] W'JOl[t.

















ALPHA AIL#@ [LEV TII
Q. DOG O • QQQ O. OOO
|O.OOO Q.QQO O.QQQ
I $.OQQ Q. OaiO 0. OrJO
:5rt .OOO Q.OOQ O._OO
$Q.QQQ Q.QOQ O.OOO
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L^TER^L OIRECTIONAL STABILITY AT BETA= O. OEG.
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tO tl 10 IS
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
NAIl -N_r¢ A_| |44 [ -] _+OEL _BE¢| 2Vl
DATa NOT 4VAIL&BL( _ ALL ¢_._0|T[_S
OATA NOT 4VAIL&ILE _q ALL ¢+'.,_01T1_$
DATa NOT 4¥AILaSL£ _C,R A_L C_DITI_$
4I
|IT& _L[VTR AILRP_I CANAR0
O.QQQ Q.OO0 O.OOO Q.QO0
Q.QQQ O.OOO O.000 "10*OOO
Q.ODD O.OOO O,OOO -4O.OOO
D.QO0 O.OO0 O.00O *lO.OOD
NACN D.944
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OATA Slit ITM_e_ CC_WIGUmATIPJN O[_CRIPTI_ I_TA
(lset,AI O OAT^ N_T AVAILAa_[ r¢Wq ALL CCW_OI?|r@N$ Q.QQO
cP_qtel) TT DATA N_T &VAILAUL[ F_ ALL C_-4WOITIr_N$ Q.QQQ
¢95_11_) 0 w4,I-W$_¢ _Rlt_el-! _w*_tL W_BICll¥1 D.QOD
m&CN 4*iSS
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LONGITUDINAL STABILITY - EFFECT OF CANARDS
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DATA S_Y Si_l_ COplIrlGUAATIO_ID_SC_|PT|CIll
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ANGLE OF ATTACN. ALPHA. DEGREES
























O.OO0 Q.QO0 O.OOO O.OOO _R(r 4.1@15 St.|_.
0.000 Q.O00 0.000 oiO.O00 L_(_ 1.5_SO i_.
D.QO0 Q.QQO Q.O00 -4_._00 Bn(_ 4._000 tN.






LONGITUDIN^L STABILITY - EFFECT OF C^N^RDS
WACM 4.9S9
PAGE E;11
LONGIIUDINAL STABILIIY - EFFECT OF CANARDS
• mQ i i i i , i






















ARl198[-_ W'_OEk WS_2Ct2V2 O.OO0
ARIIg_I-3 _C)OEk t_2Ct2VZ O.OOO




41 gO I| O0 iS
_ACH 1.197
_E_N[N¢[ IN_ORNATION
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LONGITUDINAL STABILITY - EFFECT OF CANARDS
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OAT& ;#2T AVA|L&OLE _.dq ALL CCNO|TI_|
OAT& k_T AVAILABLE _q ALL C_OITI_NS
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O&TA S[_ SyMbOL C_NrIGURATIe_N O[SCRIPTI_N
([3SI?A) _*) O&TA Ne'_T AVAILA_L[ rO_ ALL CGNOITI_$
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i i i i
tO 15 I0 IS i0 IS 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
IIrTA rLl£V TR A I L R¢._N CANARD RE'fir RENt r |NIrORNA T yON
0.000 0. O01"J O. O_'JO O.OO_ SREr 4 .&_$ l_ • IN .
0.000 0.000 0,000 -_0.000 LR[_ 1.5_I_ IN,
Q.O00 0,000 0.000 "40.000 R_Er 4 ._o_o IN,
0.000 0.000 0.000 "lO. O00 XMr_P l*40GO IN.
YMRP 0,0000 I N`
ZMRP O. Orj_jO IN.
$C&L[ O ,OO_S
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LI]NGIIUDIN^LSTABILITY - EFFECT OF CANARDS
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*to - I O l tO IS |Q IS
DI?I $[T SYMBOL CONFI&UR/?I_._ DESCRIPT[_-_I




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
_I[2TA I[L£vT(_ A ['.RO_ ¢_N,I,_O
t, lSBZC 1 _V ;_ O.OO0 Q .OCl_ O .99_ O.O_O
O.OOO -_'9. 000





















































i i i i
IQ $l 4Q 41
ALPHA, DEGREES
[LI[VTII &ILR_ ¢_kN_kRD
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